**Second Grade Reading Street**

**Unit 6 – Week 5: Grace For President**

**Reading Genre:** “Grace for President” is Realistic Fiction. It tells about made-up events that could happen in real life.

**Selection Words:**
1. assembly – a group of people gathered for some purpose
2. election – the act of choosing by vote
3. microphone – an electrical devise that makes sounds
4. rallies – meeting of large crows in support of something
5. slogan – a word or phrase used by a person or group that states its purpose; a motto
6. speeches – public talks

**Amazing Words:**
1. ceremony - something that people do to celebrate a special occasion
2. culture - the beliefs, customs, and behaviors of groups of people at a certain time
3. festival - program of entertainment often held annually
4. compliment - praise or something kind said about someone
5. fidget - when you move around in a restless way
6. evergreen - type of tree or shrub that stays green all year long such as pine trees
7. multicolored - something that has many different colors
8. sash - long piece of cloth that can be tied around your waist or worn over one shoulder

**High Frequency Words:**
1. clothes
2. hours
3. money
4. neighbor
5. only
6. question
7. taught

**Phonics:**
Prefixes mis, mid

**Comprehension:**
Skill: Facts and Details
Strategy: Predict and Set Purpose

**Spelling Words:**
1. midair
2. misplace
3. mislead
4. midway
5. misprint
6. midday
7. midweek
8. misbehave
9. midyear
10. mismatch
11. misdeed
12. mistake

**Grammar:** Commas

**Writing Trait:** Word Choice

**Thought for the Week:**
“Mistakes are proof that you are trying.”

This is an AR book – level 4.6